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What do we do? 

Help the best technical people:
1. Find cofounders like them
2. Develop their ideas
3. Build deep technology startups in 

London



How do we know? 

● 150 founders
● 50 companies
● Valued >$220million
● $50million raised, Index, Balderton, 

Octopus, Notion, Y Combinator etc





Proprietary tech is important.

But it is only the beginning.



Why do you have to talk to customers?



To raise money, you need to tell a 
convincing story.

Customers are part of this story.



Investors will be looking for surprising 
insights that show your edge.

They want to de-risk their investment.



It’s easy to build a startup. 

It’s hard to build a product people want.



Marc Andreessen, a16z
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/marc-andreessen-product-market-fit-startups-marc-andreessen



10% fail because of engineering. 
90% fail because they can’t find a market 
and customers. 



You have finite time and money



Strong beliefs, weakly held



Tractable vs VisualWise



Customer development:
 
● WHO? 
● WHERE? 
● WHEN?
● WHAT? 



Who do you need to find? 



WHO? 

Segmentation: early adopters vs majority



WHO? 

Start with low hanging fruits



WHO? 

Find the person who pays 



WHO? 

Job titles matter



WHO? 

You need to understand the organization



Where do you find them?  



WHERE? 

Warm > cold

~ 50% follow up from warm leads
~ 10% follow up from cold leads



WHERE? 

Creating warm leads: 
● Friends / colleagues 
● CERN / university / academics 
● Investors

Cash-in favors



WHERE? 

Use your network: LinkedIn



WHERE? 

Add the people sitting next to you

Anne Marie Droste



You have to use your network

Go through all your Linkedin, Facebook, 
ResearchGate, etc connections



WHERE? 

Reaching out 
Find a good excuse



Use Streak for sales funnel



Use Email Hunter for cold emails



Use Rapportive for cold emails



A good cold email 



Meetup.com

 



Twitter / Social Bro



Landing pages

Follow up with signups



HackerNews

 

Ask for upvotes on FB

‘Show HN’
Technical blog posts



ProductHunt

 

Ask for upvotes on FB



Reddit

 



Blogs & conferences

Industry specific



Stackhut: 300 cold emails per day, then follow up again. 
11% reply rate. 

StatusToday: 5000 cold emails, of which 3000 were 1/2/3 
degree connections. 200 1 on 1 meetings, and another 200 
on conferences, meetups ed. 

EF4 



When to use which message? 



WHEN? 

First stage - exploration

Ask for advice 



WHEN? 

Second stage - validation

Move to selling



What questions do you ask them? 



Do not pitch

Bad news = learning 

Running into the spike



Face to face > calls > email



The mom-test - Rob Fitzpatrick



The mom-test

1. Talk about their life instead of your idea
2. Ask about specifics in the past
3. Talk less and listen more



“Do you think it’s a good idea?”



“Do you think it’s a good idea?”

WRONG. Opinions are worthless.



“Would you buy a product which did X?”



“Would you buy a product which did X?”

WRONG. Future = lies.



“How much would you pay for X?”



“How much would you pay for X?”

WRONG. Numbers can lie, too. 



“Why do you bother?”



“Why do you bother?”

RIGHT. Probe on underlying motive.



“What are the implications of that?”



“What are the implications of that?”

RIGHT. Find out if problem matters. 



“What else have you tried?”



“What else have you tried?”

RIGHT. Validates market.



“Talk me through the last time that 
happened”



“Talk me through the last time that 
happened”

RIGHT. Actions > words. 



“Would you pay X for a product which 
did Y?”



“Would you pay X for a product which 
did Y?”

WRONG. Money doesn’t lie, future does.



WHAT? 

Useful conversations: 
The 3 answers



THE MEETING

Prepare
You both go
Do not talk about your idea until the end
30 mins 
Take notes



Want to get in?
annemarie@joinef.com


